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DILEMMAS OF DEVELOPMENT IN SOUTH ASIA 

Dr. Owen M. Lynch 

Department of Anthropology 
New York University 

It was perhaps no accident that chess originated 
in India. Chess is a gillie of almost infinite 
combinations of moves, and strategies for play. No 
one player can know and forsee every possibility of 
every conceivable gillH!. The game is played with a few 
types of chessmen organized into a hierarchy of 
importance, A few simple rules organize the chessmen 
into an exceedingly complex system, Because of its 
coldplex si•plicity chess has reMainedmuch the same 
for centuries, while never failing to intrigue, 
stimulate, and challenge the mind of novice and grand 
master alike. 

India is a country of seemingly endless 
variability and complexity, The constitution of India 
recognizes fourteen languages, and the Indian census 
records over sixteen hundred oother tongues, India's 
religions include Hinduism, Islam, Sikhism, 
Zoroastrianism, Buddhism, and Christianity, Its 
people live in groups, called castes, whose number is 
said to beover three thousand, and its population is 
nowover 680 million. 

India, too, is a land of great contrasts. 
Bullocks draw hand-hewn woodenplows alongside noisy 
Russian tractors; potters turn wheels and weavers work 
loOMs in the shadow of at001ic energy plants and oodern 
steel •ills; and urban squatters live in gunny sack 
shacks in the backyards of palatial high rises 
inhabited by rich industrialists and bankers, 

~steo_with Few Rules 

How has this diversity been organized and 
coordinated, and how have Indians the11selves Nade 
sense of it? As in chess, a few simple rules of the 
Indian caste system have been the major organizing and 
interpretive devices for making sense of Indian social 
reality, 

The Indian caste system is a system of ideas that 
organize, categorize and explain according to t•o 
basic rules Much of diverse, COMplex, and enpirical 
Indian social reality. These rules are those of 
hierarchy and interdependence, 

Rule Qf_HierarcJ!y 

Hierarchy maans that all things in the pheno11enal 
world-gods, animals, ••his, and humans--,,aybe 
ranked according to their inherent qualities. Indians 
categorize human beings into castes (j~ii§l, groups 
that are unequal, separate and different but related 
in tel'f!S of relative rank in a system, Relative 
ranking is expressed in tert1s of the concepts of 
purity and pollution, a language for talking about 
differences betweengroups of people and other things, 
just as color is a language for talking about putative 
differences among social categories in the United 
States, The rule of hierarchy, expressed through the 
language of purity and pollution, is fairly si•ple1 

but its implications for the way in which Indians 
think and behave are many. 

Because each caste (jMil is understood to be 
different in inherent quality, (j~H!!b~~~l,the moral 
character and behavior of each is expected to be 
different. Behavior is in part a function of inherent 
quality. A Rajput not only has an inherent quality to 
rule, but also a predisposition to aggressive 
behavior, as well as to eating meat and drinking 
liquor. In this sense truth !a~i~) •ay be multiple 
and vary by time, place, and especially caste. India, 
then, has great tolerance for social differences and 
great capacity to integrate theo, Tobe an Indian is 
to be a particular kind of Indian; to be an Aoerican 
is to be everyman American, 

Differences among castes !~ii§) in inherent moral 
qualities, rnake Mixing of their qualities through 
marriage, or through giving and taking of things 
especially food, undesirable, Membersof a jati 
generally marry only other """bers of the samej~ti• 

Foods differ in the quality of purity and 
pollution that they carry. Raw food such as grains, 
vegetables, and unpeeled fruits are least polluting 
and may be accepted by all; e~!IB~food or food cooked 
in clarified butter remains pure when exchanged among 
castes of the same relative rank; ~Lob£!!~ food, or 
food boiled in water may be accepted only frOM one of 
the same or very close rank; and jb!!i~or food left 
over from the plates of others is so polluted that 
only the lowest untouchables will accept it, 
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the•selves. Thus, a Brahmanfrom a south Indian JeU, 
•'hose food and language are quite different from that 
of a north Indian Brahman, can, upon 010ving to New 
Delhi, find acceptance as a Brahman, not as an 
Untouchable, 

Finally, the Yfil:.."etheory provides not only a 
1oodel of reality, but also a ll0d~Lf2L.reality. 
Following the rule of interdependencethe many castes 
in an Indian village have been organized into a 
coordinated and cooperative system, often called the 
J!!J!eni system, In Indian villages various caste 
members, called !!¥1fin§ work for lando•ners called 
Je.l!!gD§• For example, the carpenter provides tools 
and plo.s; the washel'fllanwashes the lelmen~§ soiled 
clothes; the potter provides cooking and drinking 
vessels; the leatherworker tans hides and labors in 
his .ie.i!!en~§ fields; and the priest officiates at 
rituals for his Jej!an'§ fa.11ily. 

In return for these goods and services, the j~j•an 
oversees the farming of his land, and gives harvest 
grain and other gifts to his f!e'!in§, The harvest 
share is generally at a traditionally assigned rate 
varying according to caste rar,k rather than labor 
done. The higher castes oost often receive more and 
the loweer castes less. The .iel!en and his clients 
generally are bound to one another through inherited 
ties. Each of the client castes also provides 
political support for their lelmenas well as ritual 
services at various ceremonies. The system, then, is 
economic,ritual and political at the saue time. 

Conseguencesof_the Caste_§ystem 

The caste system has had profound consequences for 
the Indian way of life, Oneconsequenceis emphasis 
on the group rather than the individual. A person's 
identity and place in Indian society are very much 
given to hi" through his inherent j~i. quality, 
Socially leU quality is more ioportant than one's 
qualities as an individual, 

Another consequence is centuries long perdurance 
of the system and its inequalities, The system has 
survived because it has worked successfully. This is 
so despite repeated invasions, rule by colonial 
powers, and recurrent fa.11ines,droughts, and natural 
disasters, Indians are not so quick to tear things 
down and forget traditional ways. They have a healthy 
respect for their tradition and culture, especially in 
village India where eighty percent of the population 
lives. Americansare, perhaps, too quick to criticize 

India's living working tradition as a dead weight froid 
the past. 

The final and perhaps oost i•portant consequence 
of the caste system is replication (Moffat 1979), The 
rules of hierarchy and interdependence are fairly 
simple, yet in every Indian village they allow the 
caste system to replicate itself •hether there be 
twenty le1i§ or two. India's languages may be many, 
its le1is thousands, but the rules and the system they 
create are easily replicated throughout the 
continent. The ease of repIi cat ion enables the 
tremer,dous diversity of South Asia to exist within a 
single set of rules. The system replicates itself r,ot 
only in villages but also at regional and often 
statewide levels. The landowning castes in a region 
also tend to become the dominant caste in that 
region. In traditional India politics and power were 
largely a matter of dominance within the regional 
caste system, 

In sllffillilry, the caste systeo at the village level 
provided a means of exploiting the land for the 
survival of all, the enrichment of some, and the 
exploitation of others. It created a division of 
labor for the ir,heritance and maintainence of various 
skills vital to the village ecor,omy, and it organized 
these skills into an interdependentwhole or society. 
It further provided a locus of authority in the 
landowner and legitimated his authority through the 
Yerne theory ritually reinforcing theory through 
village festivals ar,d ceremonies. Finally, it offered 
a religious explanatior, for origin of society and a 
justification for its hierarchical organization. 

Peasant_Pragmatis•and Population 

The Indian villager living in the caste system has 
not only a healthy, often fearful, respect for the 
authority of the do1ninant caste and his .ie.i!!en, but 
also a deep knowledge of nature. Living close to the 
land the villager knu,s the various kinds of soils and 
their potentialities, He knows when to plant, weed, 
fertilize, and irrigate, and what are the different 
varieties and possibilities of seeds for a single 
crop, 

To the Westerner the cow is often seen as a 
parasite on the Indian landscape. Yet the villager 
knows that the cow's dung is the most important source 
of fertilizer for his fields and, when dried, is an 
important source of fuel to cook his Meals; its tanned 
hide can be fashioned into shoes and sandals; its 
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themselves ir1 01any forms and incarnations aridare 
graded in a hierarchyfro• the benevolent and powerful 
to the malevolent and demonic (as are the devils in 
Christianity). Some, such as Lord Krishna, are 
especially beloved and Indians pay him great devotion 
(Qbe~Hl, In the sacred book, the mJne~fil!..§iie, 
Krishna gives advice for proper living. ManyIndians 
read, or hear it recited, and take solace and 
inspiration fro• its deeply spiritual message, the 
quintessence of which is found in book XI verse 551 

'He who does Ky work, who is devoted to Me and loves 
Me, who is free from attachment (to worldly things) 
and fro• enmity to all beings goes to Me,Son of 
Pandu" (Edgerton 1972), 

Life in India, as elsewhere, is full of hazards, 
obstacles, unforseen events, and the parado• of 
disorder in a seemingly orderly universe, Generally 
the monsoonscooe and bring a bountiful harvest, but 
occasionally they fail and the spectre of famine 
raises; wo•en bear children and life survives, but 
soo,etimes a womandies in childbirth or a child is 
born still; one man is successful and becomes wealthy, 
but another who works just as hard remains penurious. 
In such situations the Indian prays to his gods for 
help and solace in adversity, for good fortune in the 
future, and for guidance in uncertainty, Sometimes 
the gods possess and speak through men; just as the 
Holy Spirit through his gifts •ight do for the 
Pentecostal Christian today arid as the voice of god 
spoke through his prophets in the Old Testaroent. 
Miracles are possible, because god eMists. 

Religion and belief in god, then, add a'dimension 
of meaningand a sense of purpose to Indian life, Yet 
the Indian is not blind to scientific e•planation. 
Indeed, most Indians are as ready to accept a modern 
medical cure to disease as are most Americans. But 
modern medicine can only ••plain b2!!diseases are 
caused in general, it cannot ••plain ~bya certain 
person contacted a particular disease at a particular 
time in his life, Religion supplies the reason why. 
Indians are 'resigned realists,' they accept the 
pleasant, as well as the unpleasant, realities of life 
and give them meaning in their religious cosmology 
(Babb1975:245), 

The law of ~er~ is perhaps one of the least 
understood and most misunderstood ideas of Indian 
religion. Be~, the result of an individual's good 
and bad deeds in his past life, determines his state 
of life and fortune in this life, Thus, it is said 
that Indians accept with fatalistic resignation all 
that happens to them in this life, because they are 

powerless to change it; ~2r~2 determines it. But 
~2~2 plays little part in the ordinary Indian's life 
and is usually involved, if at all, in HQ§£f2£iQ 
••planations of unpredicted events, much as a 
Christian in siMilar circu•stances might say it was 
'God's will.' Most Indians are •uch concerned with 
the present and the future. They seek the favor of 
the gods to make life auspicious and predictable, and 
to avoid punish•ent for misdeeds, 

Many Indians feel that there is justice in the 
world arid that the gods watch over it, The rich may 
oppress the poor, and the merchants may cheat the 
innocent, but then out of the blue the rich man. 
suffers disaster and the merchant disgrace, Even the 
•ighty are vulnerable before the justice, if not the 
wrath, of the gods, Thus,!!b2~ 2 for the ordinary 
Indian means right, correct, moral conduct, that may 
bring merit (HYnY2l,Not to show proper respect for 
one's parents, or to cheat or rob another is sinful 
<HeQl, Religion not only provides meaning for life 
and rules for ooral conduct, but also offers oodels 
for behavior and food for the imagination, After Lord 
Rama's banishment from his kingdom, his wife Sita, 
followed hiro into e•ile and served him faithfully, 
Even after abduction by the wicked Ravanna, she 
remained pure and faithful to her husband, Today she 
is the uodel of wifely conduct for Indian women. 
Hanuman, the oonkey god, was also Rama's devotee and 
followed hi• through thick and thin. Hanuman,a 
celebate but 110st athletic god, is the patron of 
wrestlers who seek to i•itate his Spartan way of life, 

Religion, too, is perhaps the major source of 
recreation and edificatior, in India. In a village 
scarcely a day passes without so11e religious 
ceremony. (Indians probably spend no more ti•• in 
religious cereoonies, than Americans do in watching 
TV, and going to sports events.) Sometimesthese 
ceremonies unite all villagers of all castes in honor 
of the village diety and in reaffirmation of their 
bonds to one another as a viJI age unit, At other 
ti11es, people visit pilgrimage centers such as 
Benares, Hardwar, Mathura or Madurai where after 
worshipping the god and seeking his blessings, they 
enjoy sights of the town and the attractions of the 
bazar. lndiar,s believe that if death comes in a 
sacred pilgrir,age center, such as Benares, then they 
will directly achieve salvation. Often, after a hard 
days work, devotional hymns (Qb2~n§l are sung. Even 
the illiterate villager relishes the poetic fancy and 
colorful imagery of these hy•ns; indeed, Indians of 
all classes and castes are epicures of the word and 
connoisseurs of the In Qbe.ien§verbal arts. Indians 
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and econo•ic equality imst be created before legal 
equality can be realized, It also i•plies that 
granting of legal equality alone does not eliminate 
the proble1,1, Most importantly, the policy of 
protective discrin1ination departs from the nineteenth 
century liberal notion that advanceeentmust be on the 
basis of individual !!J!lritassumingthat equality of 
opportunity exists. Protective discrimination moves 
toward a notion of social equalit}'. through unequal 
treatment of socially disadvantaged groups 
!Katzenstein19ll0), 

The policy of protective discrimination is 
threefold, It consists of elected political offices, 
preferential employment, and educational benefits. 
Concerning elected political offices, the constitution 
mandates that one in seven seats in the central and 
state legislatures be reserved for roe•bers of the 
Scheduled Castes, In a reserved constituency only 
untouchable candidates, regardless of party, may stand 
for election, although electors are from both 
Scheduled Caste and non-scheduled castes. Oneproblem 
with reserved seats is that the majority of Scheduled 
Caste people live outside of reserved central and 
state level constituencies, Thus, non-scheduled caste 
legislators represent the majority of Scheduled Caste 
people, while a small minority of non-scheduled caste 
people find that they must turn to a Scheduled Caste 
legislator for assistance. In 1977only two Scheduled 
Caste candidates were elected to Parliament fl'Olll 
general constituencies, few if any Scheduled Caste 
candidates would be elected, 

Reservation of seats in the legislatures is, then, 
the most important part of the protective 
discrimination policy, because without it, 
untouchables would have little or no voice in 
govern•ent and all other policies to help them would 
probably disappear, The initial ten year mandate for 
reserved constituencies has been renewed three times 
since its inception, indicating once again India's 
co,,witment to finding solutions to the problem of 
untouchabiIi ty, 

In terms of education, the protective 
discrimination policy provides tuition, books, and 
sometimes meals at the state level, and mostly college 
scholarships at the central government level. 
Scheduled Caste literacy increased from 10.3 percent 
in 1961 to 14. 7 percent in 1971(Joshi 1979), The 
prograin has resulted in the creation of a cadre of 
educated untouchables willing to represent and fight 
for untouchable rights. Manyhave also been helped to 
get and keep better _jobs, 

Finally in terns of eMployMent,the policy 
reserves positions ir, the central and state civil 
services for untouchables in proportion to their 
population ir, the nation and the various states, This 
arn of the policy has worked to so,oe extent, but 
tiostly at the lower clerical and service levels, 
Untouchables are still greatly underrepresented in the 
higher level administrative jobs, while they are 
scarcely employed at all in the private sector. 

An_Uncertain_Future 

Protective discrimination exists against the great 
resistance, resentment, and hostility of the 
non-scheduled castes, In recent years reported 
atrocities against Scheduled Castes have greatly 
increased, despite new laws for their protection. The 
problem is difficult. The government feels that it is 
moving as fast as it can without tearing the nation 
apart; the untouchables feel that it is movingmuch 
too slowly, Nevertheless, 90 percent of India's 
untouchables live in rural areas where discrimination 
is greatest ar,d governmer,t protection weakest. In 
19641 34 percent of rural untouchableswere landless 
agricultural laborers, while in 1971 they were5Z 
percent (Joshi 1979!, This seems to indicate a 
worsening of their condition. 

In some regions of India, untouchables have become 
enl ightened1 politically conscious and politically 
active, The Mahars of Maharashtra and the Jatavs of 
Uttar Pradesh are politicized and devoted followers of 
the late Dr, B,R, Ambedkar,a great untouchable 
leader. Dr. Alobedkarstudied abroad earning a 
doctorate from Columbia University and a Jaw degree 
from London University. Prime Minister Nehru made him 
the First Minister for Law in India and in this 
capacity Ambedkarwas largely responsible for drafting 
the Constitution of free India. Today untouchable 
Ambedkarites revere hiro as the Father of the 
Constitution. In 1956 _just before his death, Dr, 
Ambedkar· converted to Buddhismas a protest against 
the inequalities of Hinduism. BuddhiSM in Ambedkar's 
version was an indigenous Indian religion of 
equality. Many untouchables have followed Dr, 
Ambedkar in this path. In following his teachings, 
they feel that they are fighting for the rights 
guaranteed to them by the Constitution, 

Just as untouchable castes have become more 
politicized, so too have non-untouchable castes, 
Castes in India, like ethnic groups in the U.S.A., 
have becomelike vote banks forced to c0111petewith one 
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zai,1indars, slowly concentrated lar,downership in their 
hands. According to Kusum Nair, in 1947 before 
independence, "57 percent of the privately owned land 
was under the rn,indari system and highly concentrated 
in the hands of a few zamir.dars. In Utter Pradesh, 
for example,1.49 percent of zamindars owned nearly 58 
percent of the land' (Nair 1979:95). 

Many rn!ind..!r§ were not frOII traditional 
agricultural castes, so they-preferred to be absentee 
landlords, leaving cultivation of their land to 
tenants or laborers. Their only interest was 
collection of rents not improvement of land or 
increase of agricultural production. 

After Independence India tried to do away with 
this system and each state passed its own laws 
abolishing rnJ!!!Q~ri. landlords. To date the r,ew laws 
have been unsuccessful, and distribution of land to 
poorer laborers and tenants has been nugatory. 
Significantly the laws still uphold the right to 
private ownership of land. Some zamindars have 
retained their lands and avoided legal limits on land 
ownership through such maneuvers as putting their land 
in the names of relatives, Others have evicted their 
tenants, even though they had been holders of 
traditional rights in tenancy. 

Castes, who in return for traditional services had 
hereditary rights to a share in the harvest from their 
j~jm~n, have been slowly reduced to wagelaborers paid 
in cash, Their position is now worse than it was 
ur,der the traditional caste system, In so01e states, 
such as Pun.jab and Rafasthan, the local dominant 
agricultural castes have been able to wrest the land 
from the Lami.ng~r§, but this has not improved the 
condition of the laboring and service castes, Today 
landowners also prefer to go to nearby cities where 
they can buy mass produced factory goods rather than 
use goods made locally by the service castes, 

While the rule of hierarchy reoains to separate 
and rank castes, the rule of interdependence in the 
caste system has begun to wither and be replaced by a 
cash nexus with a market econo.y. The chess game has 
become a mor.opolygar,e in which the basic rule is that 
money can buy power through the private ownership of 
land, Additionally, many of the state legislatures 
are control led by the dominant landowning castes. 
They have been reluctant to tax themselves, so 
agriculture remains a highly privileged and protected 
sector of the economy; it contributes little surplus 
capital for development. 

The government of India has also Made great 
efforts to increase agricultural production through 
eKter,ding irrigation facilities, eKpar,dir,gfertilizer 
production, making credit ,10re easily available, and 
improving the quality of. seeds. High yielding 
varieties of seeds, particularly wheat, have created 
what is knownas the "Green Revolution' in India, An 
important result of the Green Revolution and other 
development programs concentrating on production is 
that distribution of wealth has suffered. In search 
of efficiency unde,· laws that favor private ownership 
of property, landholdings have become larger, tractors 
have replaced human labor, and profit has becoae the 
only motive, This has tended to exacerbate the 
results of za•indari abolition and increased the army 
of landless laborers, •any of whom cor,,e from the 
Scheduled Castes, The growth of industry, while 
great, has not been sufficient to absorb the growing 
army of unemployed, Thus, progress for the few has 
increased poverty for the •any, 

India, then, while respecting private ownership of 
property and encouraging increased production to feed 
its growing population, is faced with the dilemma of 
doing this at the cost of increased pauperization of 
the •asses whose condition it is also cocuoited to 
improve, As a deMocracy, India has found difficulty 
in balancing respect for individual rights, such as 
private ownership of property, against needs of §Q£i.e! 
jy§ii.£!1, such as a living wage, an adequate diet, and 
security in old age for all citizer,s, 
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A USE-WEAR ANALYSIS OF SEDALIA LANCEOLATES: 
THE LOW-POWER APPROACH 
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Over the last twenty years microwear analysis has stone tool functions it is necessary to make a clear 
been used with varying degrees of success to determine distinction between abrasion and microwear polishes 
the functions of prehistoric stone tools. A (Keeley 1978; 1980), Microwear polishes result froro 
successful 11icrowear study should look at the materials softer than the raw •aterial of the stone 
microscopic wear patterns not in isolation but as a tool being 1110ved under pressure against the tool, 
resource to be used in conjunction with infois,ation whereas abrasion is the result of a material as hard 
gleaned frora the raorphology of the tool and from the as or harder than the stone froo which the tool is 
archaeological situation of which the tools are a mar,ufactured COiding into contact uroder pressure with 
part, Although the particulars continue to be the tool. Abrasion is more highly reflective than any 
debated, use-wear analysts agree that several types of kind of microwear polish other than sickle gloss, 
wear are generated by tool use, The utility of each Abraded port ions of a tool are often accompanied by 
type of wear in contributing to the determination of 'parallel-running deep tracks and sometimes have the 
stone tool function is largely dependent on the type appearance of being 'gouged' out of the flint surface' 
of laboratory equipruent avai!able to the analyst. (Keeley 1978:167), 
Microwear analysts have concerned themselves with four 
types of use wear: striations, polish, rounding, and The distinguishing features of polish types (e,g, 1 
scarring. hide polish or bone polish) are visible only with high 

magnification (beginning at around 200x), Under lo. 
Magnification the only distinctior, that can be Made is 

J:ypes_of_Use-1/ear between matte polish and 'true' polish, The 
differences in these two types of polish are simply 

In his seminal study of use-wear on lithic tools, relative differences in intensity. Matte polishes 
Semenov (1964) was concerned primarily with the linear appear flat or dull while 'true' polishes appear 
patterning of striations on the used portions of tools highly reflective with a greasy or s•ooth texture 
which regularly reflect the kinematic motion of the !Brink 1978), 
hand1 thereby indicating the direction of the ruove10ent 
used in working with the tool (Semenov 1%4: 16-21), Rounding, which is also referred to as abrasion or 
Keeley (1980; Keeley ar,d Newcoraer 1977)1 using s•oothing, is a fine attrition or a wearing down of· 
slightly higher magnifications than SeMenov (up to the rock surface "through the gradual re,,oval of fine 
400x)1 has relied on distinctions betweer, types of particles or single grair,s 1 the truncation or 
polish generated on stone tools by working different 5'!00thing of grains, or a powdering of a portion of 
materials. Particular polish types are described in the tool while in contact with another ob.ject .. , The 
terms of the aoount of light reflected (i,e, 1 physical observation of rounding rests upor, the 
brightness or dullness) 1 roughness or s1,100thness, and recognition of a reduction in angularity, especially 
by distinct topographical features such as the at edges and along the ridges of flake scars and other 
presence or absence of pits or undulations (Keeley protrusions" (Brink 1978:47), 
1980:22-23), For example, polish generated by 
woodworking 'is very bright ... and is very smooth in The type of use da .. age most co""'°nly observed by 
texture, The polish surface, once it becomes visible, analysts using low po.er magnification (up to 50x) is 
is very rarely a flat plane but is COllll10nlygently microflaking (also called use scarring _[Odell 1975] 
curved or d010ed on the high points of the and microscarring (Tringham g~ ~!, 1974]), Two 
raicrotopography ... When the polish is intense, after aspects of scarring are used to elicit information 
prolonged use, it will show gentle undulations on its concerning tool functior,: the frequency of particular 
surface, with the lines of the •troughs" and 'crests" types of scarring and the patterns of these scars 
running in the general direction of use" <Keeley along an entire edge or used surface (Brink 1978; 
1980:35), Odell 1975), Types of 11icroscarring are generally 

distinguished by their shape, size, and depth (Brink 
In relying on polish for the detemination of 1978; Keeley and Newco•er 1970; Keeley 1980; Odell and 
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Eight of the ten implements ir, the study sa'1ple 
were manufactured on coarse white Burlington chert. 
The remair1ir1gtwo tools were r,1ar1ufacturedor, heat 
treated Grimes Hill chert. In its natural for" Gri•es 
Hi 11 chert is superior in qua! i ty to the white 
Burlington chert. There is little difference in the 
aMount of pressure required to fracture natural and 
heat treated coarse white Burlington chert,. However, 
when finer grained varieties of Burlington chert, such 
as that of the Gri•es Hi II for'1ation 1 are heat 
treated, less force is required to flake the materials 
!Rick 1978:45-46). When coarse white Burlington chert 
is heat treated, its color is altered to a pale pink 
and there is only a small increase in reflectivity 
<Rick 1978). The colors of heat treated Grimes Hill 
chert are vibrant and vary froo deep pinks and oranges 
to yellows arnl browns. Heat treated Grimes Hill chert 
is highly reflective, taking on a fluid-like luster 
(E. Boesch, pers. cown. ) , The Grimes Hi II chert 11ay 
have been heat treated for one of two reasor,s, 
Firstly, the workability of the raw 11aterial would 
have been enhar,ced. However the morphological 
appearar,ce of some of the tools Manufactured on the 
coarse white Burlington chert is equal in quality to 
that of the heat treated Grimes Hi 11 specimens. 
Perhaps the aanufacturers of these tools heat treated 
the Grimes Hill chert to increase its aesthetic 
qualities by bringing out its vibrant colors and 
fluid-like luster, 

Method: The low-Power ApprQi!£h 

Microwear analysis .was perfon1ed usir,g a low power 
(7-JOxl bioocular Microscope with incident light. 
That is, the analysis was conducted using what is 
referred to as the 'low-power approach,• The study 
specif.lens were scarmed at 7x. Identification of scar 
types was made with 11agnificat ions between 20x and 
30x. Ir, the descriptions which follow, the parts of 
the tMls are identified according to the terainology 
set forth by Tixier (1974) !Figure 2), The ventral 
surface is the plar,ar surface which was attached to 
the core. It is evidenced on the Sedalia lanceolates 
by a slight bulge which is the cone of percussion, 
The other surface is the dorsal surface, On two of 
the Sedalia lar,ceolates in this study the ventral ar,d 
dorsal surfaces are indistinguishable. In these cases 
the surf aces are arbitrarily nutobered (I) and (2), 
Although the tapered end of the Sedalia lanceolates 
was sometimes formed at the end of the blade which 
bears the bulb, i. e,, . the proxi•al end according to 

. Tixier, for the sake of consistency in the 
descriptions which follow, the tapered or pointed er,d 

will be called the distal er,d arid the opposite end 
will be called the proxi'1al er,d, The right edge and 
left edge are defined when looking at the dorsal 
surface (if this is unider,tifiable, when looking at 
surface (1)) with the proximal er,d downward, 

Observations 

§Jc?l1§Z!Figure 3): This specimen is the distal 
portion of a Sedalia lanceolate •anufactured on heat 
treated Grimes Hill chert. The proximal portion and 
the tip of the distal end were broken off 
prehistorically. 

The ventral surface of the right lateral edge is 
lined with piles of mediu,i and large hinge scars 
running parallel to ar,d slightly away fro" the edge, 
On the ventral surface of the left lateral edge there 
is a pile of SMall hinge scars and a pile of two large 
hinge scars near the distal tip, and a few isolated 
roediu,1 and small hir,ge scars near the protrusions on 
the edge. The ver,tral surface is Marked by a few 
large shallow hinge fractures, while the bulging 
dorsal surface is rnarked by several large deep hinge 
fractures, 

Because the heat treated Gri@es Hill chert is 
shiny, no polish of any kind is visible at low 
•agnificatior,s, Rour,ding is isolated to a sMall 
nuMber of protrusions or, the lateral edges of the tool 
and to or,e ridge r,ear the edge of the ver,tral surface. 

§J0 Jl1Q1!Figure 4): This is the proxir,al portion 
of a Sedalia lar,ceolate. It is flat with r,o obtrusive 
protrusions. The distal end was broken off 
prehistorically, There is recent daroage in the for01 
of a large notch knocked out of the right edge of the 
dorsal surface, 

The left lateral edge of the dorsal surface is 
marked by a preponderance of clusters of stoall hinge 
scars in all of the small ir,dentatior,s, The sa,oe 
types of clusters are also evident ir, a few places on 
the left lateral edge on the ventral surface, The 
right lateral edge on the ventral surface is battered 
in· two places and shows a few smal I and aediu,o hinge 
fractures, There are several large hinge scars on the 
·highest portion of the ventral surface, On the dorsal 
side of the proximal edge there are a couple 1,1ediuH 
hinge fractures and several clusters of s•all and 
mir,ute hinge fractures running parallel to the edge, 
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material are shiny, In the center of the ventral 
surface the lithic 11Jaterial is rougharidgrainy; or, 
the highest ridges of a large protrusion on the 
central axis a IOatte polish is discernible, On the 
edges of the left lateral corner of the proximal end 
there is also a defined roatte polish. 

Rouroding is evident along most of the dorsal 
surface of the left lateral edge, but only on the 
protrusions on the ventral surface of the same edge. 
Protruding portior,s of the distal tip are rounded. 
The raised bulbous area in the center of the ventral 
surface is well-rounded as are the long large ridges 
which run parallel to both lateral edges. 

83.2/418 !Figure 8): There is recent damage to 
this other•ise intact Sedalia lanceolate in the form 
of a large step flake knocked out of the distal tip. 
The pressure flaking used to manufacture this tool 
produced re01arkably jagged edges. 

The depressior,s on the ventral surface in the 
bulging portion of the left lateral edge are aarked by 
large hinge scars with saaller hinge, step, ar,d 
feather scars ir, the depressions left by the hinge 
flakir,g. The jagged right lateral edge displays hinge 
ar,d step fractures on the ventral side beginning at 
the central portion of the tool ar,d continuing down to 
the proximal er,d of the tool. The dorsal surface of 
the right lateral edge is marked by hinge scars of all 
sizes ar,d configurations beginning near the distal tip 
ar,d exter,ding to about 2 CM fr@ the proximal end. 
The dorsal side of the bulging portion of the left 
lateral edge is •arked by large and medium hinge scars 
parallel to and slightly back from the edge. The 
proximal edges which angle inward toward the proximal 
end show large and small hinge scars parallel to the 
edge. There are a few medium and large hinge and step 
scars on both surfaces near the proximal end. There 
are t•-o large hinge scars at the distal tip, The 
bulbo•Js portions of the ventral surface are marked by 
large hinge ar,d step scars. 

The raw material of this tool is fairly s,iooth ar,d 
shiny. Therefore the matte polish does not appear as 
developed as on the tools Made on rougher r,aterial. 
There are fewer protrusions and ridges on this tool's 
surface for the worked material to have rubbed 
agair,st. A light ,oatte polish is visible on roost of 
the arrises defining the large roanufacture flake 
scars. 

Rour,dir,g is e"phatic on the protrudir,g portions of 

the lateral edges of the proxir,1al er,d of this 
iriiplement. Protrudirig portioris of the cer,tral 
portior,s of the lateral edges are also rounded. The 
large bulbous area in the center of the ventral 
surface is rounded as are the ~1ostpronouricedridges 
on both surfaces of the p1-oxi<1althird of the tool. 

~J.ll11Z(figure 9): This is a complete Sedalia 
lanceolate made of heat treated Grimes Hill chert. It 
is remarkably flat ar,d smooth. The mar,ufacture scars 
are fluid-looking ar,d rippled. 

The most distal protrusior,s of both lateral edges 
exhibit hir,ge ar,d step scars of all sizes on the 
ventral side, Lateral edge scarring or, the dorsal 
surface cor,sists mainly of large hir,ge ar,d large step 
scars. There are three piles of mediuM hinge scars 
near the roost convex portion of the left lateral 
edge, The distal tip of this tool is flat and thick, 
not pointed. There is a cluster of small hinge 
fractures in the center of the distal tip. There are 
Mediu11 and large step and hir,ge scars on both sides of 
the proxi11al end, 

Because the heat treated raw •aterial is 
fluid-looking and shiny, r,o polish of ar,ykind is 
discernable at low Magnifications, Rounding is found 
on the protrusions of the _jagged edges, particularly 
on the proximal third of both lateral edges and the 
proximal edge itself, It is of r,ote that there is 
roundir,g or, a sMall section of both lateral edges or, 
protrusior,s slight 1y above the Midsection of the 
tool. There is also distir,guishable rounding or, the 
thin left corner of the distal end, 

~J,gf§rn!Figure !OJ: This is a coroplete Sedalia 
lar,ceolate. There is recent daaage in the for,1 of 
large hinge scars on the left side of the ventral 
surface near the proxir,al er,d of the tool. 

Use scarring or, the lateral edges consists mair,ly 
of hinge scars. On the left lateral edge of the 
dorsal surface scarring begins about 2 era fm,1 the 
distal tip arod continues all the way to the proximal 
area. On the right lateral edge of the dorsal surface 
scarring begins about .3 cr1 from the distal tip and 
cor,tir,ues to about 2.5 cm from the proxir,al end. The 
area on the right lateral edge which is not scarred is 
slightly ir,curvate. There is 11ore scarring on the 
right lateral edge than the left lateral edge on both 
surfaces, The scarring on the ventral surface of the 
right lateral edge is isolated to ridges on the 
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distinguishable ori sever, specimens, is always ir, the 
forn1 of uatte polish. Although the ;iatte polish is 
rnost developed on proxif:lal edges and surfaces, raised 
central axes, and the bulging central portion of 
excurvate edges, it often extends over large port ions 
of the tools' surfaces. r.ost of the protrusions of 
the .jagged lateral edges arid ,10st bulging areas on the 
tool surfaces are rounded. The proximal er,ds of the 
tools are al 1 rounded on both lateral edges, corners, 
and the proxioral edge itself. The only parts of the 
proxihlal ends of the tools which are not rounded are 
incurvate or ir,dented portions of the edges and 
depressed areas of the surfaces. 

Mode of Use of the Sedalia Lanceolates 

Fro• the patterns of use-wear observed on these 
Sedalia lanceolates it seems apparent that they were 
used as hafted knives. The motion in which a tool was 
used is indicated by the distribution of flake scars 
or, the surfaces and ·edges of the impleaent. When 
ir,ferring the l4ethod of use, the ger,eral shape and 
size of the tool riust also be cor,sidered. h'hen 
cuttir,g or sawing any material with a two-way 
orover,rent, scarring occurs on both surfaces of the edge 
that is used (Keeley 1980; Odell and Odell-Vereecken 
1980; Tringhar, gi ~!• 1974). If the tool is used 
er,ough1 roundir,g will become evider,t, first on 
pro.jectior,s and then on extensive areas cc,r,tiguous to 
the edge !Odell ar,d Odell-Vereecken 1980). Polish 
will develop on both surfaces of the edges. The 
effect of the ,racrooiorphologyof the ir,rplehlent is such 
that edge curvature prever,ts ur,i for1, cor,t inuous 
contact between the working edge of the tool and the 
worked material, The result is an uneven degree of 
use dar,age along the edge of the tool <Tringham gi fil, 
1974), 

Most of the use scarrir,g1 rounding, and polish 
occurs on the excurvate port ions and protrusions of 
the lateral edges of the Sedalia lanceolates. The 
scarring has r,o specific directior,ality but it occurs 
prir,arily close to the edge. Had the Sedalia 
lanceolates been used to scrape, shave, or whittle, 
scarring would extend further back alor,g the 
surfaces. Further1,ore1 if the tools were used to 
perform a task which required the tool to be heltl at 
ar, angle of less than ninety degrees to the Material 
being worked, there would be a differential 
distribution of scarring, rour,ding1 and polish on the 
two surfaces !Brir,k 1978; Keeley 1980; Odell and 
Odell-Vereecken 1980), However, this is not the 
case. It would seeM that the lateral edges of these 

Sedalia lanceolates were used ir, a two-way 1i1oveuent 
and were held at a roughly ninety degree ar,gle to the 
material being worked. :fore succir!ctly, the Sedalia 
lanceolates were used as knives. 

h'hen an iorpleMent is hafted it is logical to 
conclude that polish and rounding will develop on the 
portions of the tool in cor,tact with the hafting. No 
Matter how fi>~1ly a tool is bound, it will move arourid 
in the haftir,g, This rubbir,g agair,st the haftir,g will 
generate both polish ar,d rounding or, the hafted 
portion of the tool. In additior,, if the tool bumps 
up against a hard har,dle, whether the handle is !Jade 
of 1rmod bor,e, or antler, scarring will occur or, the 1 

tool. Extrapolating froM the exter,sive rounding and 
11atte polish observed on the proxir,al ends of the 
Sedalia Janceolates, and the flake scars apparent at 
the proxir,al edges of the tools, it is likely that the 
proxir<al erids of the Sedalia Janceolates were inserted 
ir,to hard handles ar,d bour,d with a softer r,aterial 
(figure 13). 

M~igrial Worked 

The question re11air,s of what uaterial these 
Sedalia knives were used to cut. Although Brink 
(1978) clai,is success in distinguishing specific 
WO)'ked Materials with low ti1agr1ificatic,ns, most 
n1icrowearanalysts have fc,und that observatior1 with 
low 11agnificatior,s allows only the distir,ction of 
broad categories of worked Materials based on relative 
degrees of hardness of the worked materials (Keeley 
1980; Odell and Odell-Vereecker, 1980; Trir,gha• gi ~!• 
1974). Odell and Odell-1/ereecken (1980) and Trir,gham 
gi ~!, (1974) distinguish the followir,g patterr.ing of 
use daroage accordir,g to hardr,ess of the roaterial 
worked. Workir,g soft oraterials produces scalar shaped 
shallo-• feather scars. If the tool was used long 
enough, polish will be apparer,t. Working hard 
materials gerrerates medi!J@ and large step scars. 
Polish and rour,dir,g do occur but are frequently 
rerooved by the heavy scarrir,g. Once the working edge 
is stabilized, however, rounding does occur. Working 
•aterials of r,ediur, hardness (i.e., woods CTringha11 et 
~1• 1974]; woods, fresh stalks, soaked antler, fresh 
bone [Odell arid Odell-Vereecken 1980]) produces hir,ge 
scars characterized by fir,ely abraded edges, 

~,ost of the use scars or, the Sedalia knives are 
hinge scars with worr, down (abraded) overhangs, In 
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Dorsal ventral 

83.2/487 n/a hinge 
rounded 

hinge 
rounded n/a hinge 

rounded 
hinge 

rounded n/a 

83.3/404 
battered 

hinge 
rounded 

battered 
hing~ 

rounded 
n/a hinge 

rounded 
hinge 

rounded n/a n/a hinge 
rounded 

matte 
rourided 

matte 
rounded 

83.2/421 
crushed 

hinge 
rounded 

hinge n/a 
crushed 

hinge 
rounded 

hinge n/a n/a 
crushed 

hinge 
rounded 

abraded(?) abraded(?) 

82.2/643 
hinge 
matte 

rounded 

hinge 
rounded 

hinge 
crushed 
rounded 

hinge 
matte 

rounded 

hinge 
rounded 

hinge 
crushed 
rounded 

hinge 
matte 

rounded 
matte matte 

83.2/486 hinge hinge hinge rounded rounded rounded rounded matte matte 
rounded 

83.2/418 
hinge 
step 

rounded 

hinge 
step 

rounded 

hinge 
rounded 

hinge 
rounded hinge hinge rounded rounded 

83.3/447 
hinge 
step 

rounded 

hinge 
step 

hinge 
step 

rounded 

hinge 
step 

rounded 

hinge, 
step 

hinge 
step 

rounded 

hinge 
rounded 

hinge 
rounded 

83.2/515 rounded hinge 
rounded rounded 

hinge 
step 

rounded 

hinge 
rounded 

hinge 
rounded 

hinge 
rounded 

matte 
rounded 

matte 
rounded 

83.2/408 
hinge 

rounded 
matte 

hinge 
step 
matte 

n/a rounded 
matte 

hinge 
step 
matte 

n/a n/a 
hinge 

rounded 
matte 

matte matte 

83.2/457 
hinge 

rounded 
matte 

hinge 
rounded 

matte 
n/a 

hinge 
rounded 

matte 

hinge 
rounded 

matte 
n/a n/a 

hinge 
crushed 

matte 
matte matte 

Table 1. Summary of location and type of u~e-wear on 
each Sedalia lanceolate. 
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Tanzania (Isaac 1967)1 east Lake Turkana, Kenya 
(Leakey and Leakey 1978), Chesowan.ja, Kenya (Bishop g!_ 
~l• 1978; 6owlett g!_ ~l• 1981)1 and the 0.01 Ethiopia 
(Howell 1969; Howell and Coppens 1976) <Figure I). 

8· boisgi_ ~aterial froia the OIIO provides the 
earliest and latest record of the robust 
australopithecines. Specimensoriginating froia MB.E 
of the Shungura F». (Howell 1978) date to the interval 
between Tuff E (+2.4 Myr)and Tuff F (2.36 +/- 0.05 
Hyr) (Brown §i al. 1985). Additional uaterial fro» 
older· lllilo sediments, including the type specimen of 
'Paraustralmthecus aethioeicus• CArambourgand 
Coppens 19671 1968) may also belong to the 9. !12!§!!! 
hypodigm. Thus, WT17000 confir»s the late Pliocene 
presence of the 8, boisei lineage as early as 2.5 Myr, 
although this datation should offer no surprises given 
the suggestive material fro» the Omo. Grine 
(1985:154) claims the presence of 8• !!2i!lri in Hbs. 
D-6 and L of the OIIOShunguraFm,1 a t .. poral span of 
ca. +2. 5 to 1. 0 Myr. 

The Australo~thecus robustus sa•ple c0111prises 
specimens frOlll Swartkrans (BroOM 1949; Brain 1976)1 

and Krooidraai South Africa CBroOM 1 1938; Vrba 1981). 
Lacking sediments conducive to radiOMetric techniques, 
Swartkransand Kromdraai have proven difficult to 
assess t .. porally. Using biozonal correlation of 
cercopithecids, Delson (1984) placed the 
australopithecine-bearing .. mber(Mb.1) of Swartkrans 
into the time frameof 2.0-1. 75 Myr.,and KrolKlraai B 
into a later time slot of 1. 75-1.5 Myr. Vrba (1982) 
found the Kromdraai B fauna 'a.biguous" and cautiously 
assigned an age range of -2.0 to +1.0Myr,believing 
this site to be slightly older than Swartkrans Mb. 11 
dated to bet•een 1.8 and 1.5 Hyr. 

Even before the discovery of WT 170001 the 
apparent t .. poral range of 9. !:QbU§!!!§fell COMpletely 
within that of 9. !!2isei1 and fl. boisei •aterial 
already established te•poral antecedents to the 
southern African robust australopithecine record 
(Figure 2). It is worth noting that knowntime ranges 
for species stand vulnerable to revision with 
intensified field efforts, and therefore cannot be 
thought of as equivalent to the actual time of 
existence. For this reason, phylogenetic 
reconstruction should avoid pri ■ary reliance on the 
ele .. nt of time. 

Classification: Taxono!Jlicassignment of WT17000 
should follow one of two options: placement within the 
species Australoeithecus boisei, or designation as a 

new species unit within the 8, ~9!§§! lineage. Walker 
g!_ ~l• (1986) weighed each alternative without Making 
a formal colll1l!itment to either one. 

As discussed above, WT 17000 shares a numberof 
characteristics with 8, boisgi, especially in facial 
11<>rphologyand position of the 11<>lardentition 
relative to !• !!!§Setgr (see Rak 1983). Most of the 
'primitive• features of WT 17000 may be highly 
variable in expression (e.g., the posterior fibers of 
@, temeorali§, cranial capacity, subnasal 
prognathism. The hypodigm of 8, boi§§! could, then, 
be expanded to accomodate WT 170001 treating the 
'primitive" features of WT 17000 as acceptable new 
intraspecific variants, 

If the coubination of characteristics exhibited by 
WT17000 proves unique and outside an acceptable range 
of variation for 8, boi!lri, then the allocation of WT 
17000 to a new taxon is valid. Walkertl fil• (1986) 
and others (Johanson 1986; Johanson and IRlite in Bower 
1987) recognize an apparent distinctive rtorphologyin 
WT 170001 and favor the species designation 
'Australoeithecus ~ethioeicus, • after 
efil:!!!stralmth§£!!§ aethioeicus Arambourg and Coppens,, 
1967, 

A nuuber of probleMSwere noted in reviewing the 
initial discussant papers on WT 17000, These problems 
are addressed to clarify •ethods of classification and 
phylogenetics for students of hOMinid systeMatics, 

Ca) The use of species na•es in isolation (e.g., 
'afarensis' but not 'Australoeithecus afarensis' or 
'8, afarefl§is") when referring to a species unit is an 
unfortunate shorthand practice that violates the 
spirit and letter of the principle of binooial 
no!Jlenclature (International Code of Zoological 
Nomenclature 1985), Lucas (1986) has called attention 
to COlll1l!Onerrors of this type in nomenclatural syntax,· 
and recommended precise usage to avoid aobiguity. 

(b) Determining the relationships of WT 17000 
through the use of cladistic lll!thods has been troubled 
thus far by an unfamiliarity or uncertainty with that 
methodology, Especially symptomatic is the confusion 
of the role that 'priuitive' characteristics play in 
relationship construction, and the cooparative listing 
of hominid traits that are then considered 'prinitive• 
or 'derived" partly on the basis of the tet1poral 
position of the taxon. Transformationof phenetic 
comparison into 11<>rerigorous cladistic analysis 
requires sorting of hoooplasy from homology, and then 
further sorting of homologies into morphoclines, This 
re~ains to be satisfactorily accomplishedfor early 

https://Chesowan.ja
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nuMber of adaptations for powerful chewing, apparent 
even at 10 (+/- 2) years of age <Rakand Howell 
1978), These features include: extre•e overlap of the 
ter,poral squaMae on the parietals, deteruined by the 
condition of the striae parietalis; Dl<lrkedproMinence 
of the inferior temporal and superior nuchal lines 
(anticipating a compoundter,poro-nuchalcrest in the 
adult stage); coarseness of the nuchal plane and 
prouinence of tori and protuberances, The anticipated 
adult form foreshadoMs the later adult •ale 8, QQisei 
crania of the Pleistocene (e,g,1 OH 5; KNM--ER 406), 

(el No reasons exist for continued acceptance or 
use of the name 'Australogithecus aethiQ!!icus" 
(Arambourgand Coppens,1967) for the isolated Omo 
•andi_ble(0110 18) froo Unit C-9 of the Shungura Fm, 
The specimen preserves a robust corpus Hith wide 
extra-oolar sulci1 roots of oost of the dentition, 
strong superior and inferior transverse tori, and 
evidence of considerable si-ze reduction in the 
canine-incisor region. The raMi are nissing. 
Arambourgand Coppens (1967)diagnosed the specimen as 
a neH genus and species (Paraustralogithecus 
aethiogicu§l on the grounds of its combinationof 
characters differing from all other congenerics of the 
same (australopithecine) group, Howell (Howell and 
Coppens 1976:525) states that 'dimensior,s and 
proportions contrast with robust australopithecines 
and are oost COlllparable with homologues (froo 
Sterkfontein) or A, africanus," 

However, the preserved morphology of Omo 18 
departs significantly froo the A, africanus 
condition. The very S11all size of the incisors el!!! 
canines (£Qntr0 Howell in HOMelland Coppens 1976)1 

the massiveness of the corpus, dimensions of corpus 
height and width, the inferred molar and prer,olar 
sizes, the strong expression of transverse tori, and 
the deep, large genioglossal fossa support alignment 
of the specimen with8, ~isei, The S11all size of the 
mandible and its V-shapedinternal nandibular contour 
resemble the condition in KNN-ER1482 (Figure 3), 
Because of their small size relative to large 8, 
Wi§g.i. mandibles (e. g, 1 KNN-ER729 A; Penin,j), both 
the Omo18speci•en and ER 1482have been •isdiagnosed 
(see Wolpoff1980:162), Both specimens are small in 
corpus height and width at M21 and in other 
dimensions, when COlllpared to D!andibles in the 8, 
Wiagi hypodigm (figure 4; Table I), However,in 
robusticity (corpus width/height x 100at 112; Table 
1)1 ER 1482 and the Omo mandible fit well within the 
8, QQ.i.aeirange. 8, W!~! is knownto be a highly 
sexually dimorphic \axon (e.g., KNII-ER4061 male, 
versus KNM--ER1 · 1 cranial, Both OIIO 18 and732 feD!ale 
ER 14821 in overall morphology and robusticity, can be 

accomodatedwith 8, QQj_§g.i. specimens.as fe111ale 

Because the morphology of the 01110 18mandibledoes 
not differentiate the specimen from 8, Wi§g.i. (see 
HOMell1978)1 and because of the inadequacy of using a 
fragmentary, toothless mandible as a type specimen, it 
is reconwendedthat Paraustralo2.!.thecusaethiop.i_cus 
Arambourg and Coppens, 1967 (and hence 
'Australogithecus aethiogicus') be abandoned, The 
senior nomen, Australogithecus boisei (Leakey, 1959)1 
has priority and is morphologicallyappropriate for 
Omo18, 

WT 17000 may be a new forM of robust 
australopithecine; however, it is advisable to employ 
a name other than '8, 0gHJiQl!i£Y§'in any formal 
designation of the specimen into a new taxon, 

£h..tl29gngiic Tree§: The 11ost striking 
repercussion of the discovery of WT 17000has been the 
extensive rev1s1on of early hominid. phylogenetic 
trees, and the attendant re-thinking of the pattern of 
ancestry and descent of these hominids, 

It roust be cautioned that any construction of 
phylogenetic history remains speculative (and perhaps 
wishful) until basic analysis of the polarity of 
character states, clade determination, and alpha-level 
taxonomyis acro11plished. 

A review of the new phylogenetic trees, revised to 
account for WT170001 reveals details similar to all 
of them: (I) A. afarensis is recogr,izedas the ste~ 
ancestor, froo which all other hooinid lineages 
ultimately proceed; (2) WT17000 is placed as the 
basal member of the 8, W!§fil lineage; (3) 8, QQ!~i 
and 8, robustY§ are no longer considered lineally 
related, but as co-evolving in parallel, 

The position of 8, efris.nY§ remains in 
contention, as either the ancestor to 8, rQQY§iY§ 
(Johanson1986)1 or ancestral to the 8Q!12-lineage 
(Delson 1986); this debated point highlights the 
intractibility of addressing phylogenetic position in 
the absence of ive sorting ofC0111parat character 
states, 

Rak's (1983) model of the genesis of hyper-robust 
facial architecture, via evolutionary transformation 
of facial structures in the sequence 8, efrisanu§-8, 
robustus--ll. boisei, appears to have suffered sU1111ary 
di514issal by •any. Removalof 8, rnbY§tU§ from the 
ancestry of 8, wigj_ relies on the arguments that 8, 
robustus was too recent and too derived (relative to 
WT17000) to have produced 8, wi§gi as a descendant 
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Figure l. Distribution map of robust auotralopithecine sites. 
Om=OmoJ ET=east Lake TurkanaJ WT=vest Lake Turkana~ 
C•Chesowanja; P=Peninj; O=Olduvai Gorge: S=Swartkrans; 
K=Kromdraai 
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Figure 2. Known temporal ranges for australopithecine taxa. 
Ar=Australopithecus robustus; AbmA. boisei: Aa= 
~- africanus~ A afa=!• afarensis:-st~l7000 
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taxon Synphyseal Corpus Corpus 
and 

Specimen • 
Height Height 

H2 
at Width 

H2 " 
!!_. boisei 

KNH-ER 729A 46.3 cm 44.2 en 28,9 mm 

Peninj 47. 7 36,8 29,5 

KNM-ER 818 50,5 34.0 

KNM.,:ER 801A 39,4 28.6 

IQfH-ER 726 e.42,3 29.6 

KNH-ER 810A 39,0 32,6 

KNM-ER 725 36.l 30,9 

KNH-ER li03 t.4.0 30,5 

!<NH-ER 733 32,8 28,4 

KllM-ER 1482 34.0 e.28, l e,20,8 

"!!.•aethiopicus" 

Omo 18 35,0 33,0 26.0 

A. robustus 

Sk 12 46.0 37.0 3L5 

Sk 23 35,7 25.0 

J;, boisei range, robusticity index• 65-87 

X- 82,4 

Table 1. Selected mandibular corpus measurements for robust 
australopithecines. KNH-ER•Kenya National Museum, 
East Rudolf (Turkana); Sk•Svartkrans; e.•estimated. 
All measurements taken from casts. See: Pig, 3 

Robusticity 
W/H x 

Index 
100 

65 

80 

67 

73 

70 

84 

86 

69 

87 

" 

79 

93 

70 
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organizational characteristic of Pueblo thought. 
Moreover, because this was "the doMinant idea of Zuni 
culture" and as such affected all aspects of Zuni 
life, Cushing posited that it would be evident in the 
archaeological record. Further, he thought tttat 
through examination of other archaeological data this 
concept would be found to be co"1l!On to all sedentary 
tribes in Western Allerica {Cushing 1888:151; Mark 
1980:111). 

~mil_Haury•sEvaluation 

In 19451 E•il Haury reexamined the Expedition's 
field notes and the artifacts recovered during the 
excavations. Widespreadattention was again directed 
toward Cushing ·and his role in the Expedition. 
Trained at a time when speculation and social 
historical reconstruction were considered anathet1as in 
Allerican archaeology, Haury severely criticized the 
HemeYl!layProject, He ridiculed Cushing's 'working 
hypothesis,• his premise that earthquakes had 
destroyed Los Nuertos, and his hypothesis that a class 
system accounted for the differences in material 
culture in associated house rei,ains {Haury 1945:J). 

Despite Haury's disdain, these ideas are not 
preposterous. Earthquakes have been recorded in the 
Southwest; and the communaleffort necessary for 
irrigation and canal building has long been thought to 
require a ranked social organization {Willey and 
Sabloff 1980:151). Cushing supported this contention 
through examination of 110rtuary remains and use o( 
direct analogies with the Zuni. He distinguished a 
cremation-inhumation dichot011y in the 110rtuary 
remains, He proposed that the few who were buried 
inside 'temples' were of a higher rank than those 
found outside the c011munaldwellings, Higher ranked 
burials contained intact grave goods including 
'paraphernalia of a sacerdotal character" while lower 
ranked cre•ated remains were associated with punctured 
or broken cooking pots or drinking bowls {Cushing 
1888:172-174). 

Cushing explained the presence of punctured 
vessels by analogy with the Zuni custom of killing 
vessels to release their souls, He claimed that 
Medicine men were buried with intact grave goods 
because they were purportedly able to control the 
vessels' power, However, some children ,,.re buried 
inside high status "temples' with broken vessels. 
Cushing explained this discrepancy by saying that 
while the child was.of high rank, his grave goods were 
broken because he had 'not been sufficiently initiated 

to understand fully the use of his supposedly 
semi-inherited occult powers' {Cushing 1888:174). 

Here Cushing can be seen as a transitional figure 
in the history of archaeology, At an early date he 
recognized that burial treat.en\ varies with 
individual social status and he speculated as to how 
such status was assigned in a society. In so doing, 
he attempted to explain the presence of broken grave 
goods through the use of ethnographic analogy, 
However, Cushing's explanations were later proved 
invalid when the differences in burial practices were 
attributed to the presence of two separate cultures, 
the Hohokamand the Pueblo !Haury 1945:J), It 01aybe 
that Cushing was so thoroughly grounded in the 
traditional view of the unilinear evolution of 
culture, that he could not see that two cultures had 
existed contemporaneously. 

Even so, the working hypothesis stated in 
"Preliminary Notes" {Cushing1890) is remarkable for 
its supposition that the Zuni, like the Victorians, 
i•posed a certain order or, every aspect of their 
lives. If Cushing believed that each society is 
organized arourid its own prir,ciples, then he came 
close to renouncingthe nineteenth century concept of 
culture as a virtual syr,ony• for civilization. He 
approached the oore J/!Odern usage that defines culture 
as a way of life, as something internalized, 
integrated and relative. In fact, it was in 
"Preli•inary Notes" that Cushing used the noun 
'culture' in the plural for what may have been the 
first time {Mark 1980: 109-112), The use of the plural 
term cultures aided the destruction of the notion of 
unilinear evolution, because it e•phasized that each 
culture had a history and custoMS of its own. 

In his review of "Preliminary Notes,• Haury {1945) 
never acknowledgedCushing's anachronistic use of 
culture. This oversight can be attributed to the 
atheoretical attitude prevalent amongarchaeologists 
during the early twentieth century, Like others 
working after 19141 Haury was not concerned •ith 
analyzing Cushing's ideas about the nature of culture 
or the testing of ethnological pre•ises, Rather, he 
concentrated on material objects; his hypotheses dealt 
with "taxonomic and temporal relationships and seldom 
•ith more intricate cultural inferences" <Taylor 
1954:567). 

As concern with establishing accurate chronology 
became archaeology's dominant strategy, Haury and his 
contemporaries stressed care and exactitude in field 
procedures !Willey and Sabloff 1980:127). Haury 
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label and analyze the er,tire collection .. , 1 ' he died 
before he could accoMplish this aim (Gilliland 
1975:5). 

There may be other explanations for the many 
unidentified artifacts and the gap in the records, 
Many of the field reports appear to have been lost. 
Gilliland acknowledges that there are no existing 
reports recorded by the field secretary, Irving 
Sayford, and that fully one half of the correspondence 
fro!! the field is missing. Moreover, there are 
repeated references to what may be a lost final 
report. Cushing and others refer to the 'OK>rethan 
1000 closely typed pages of 11anuscript" on Key Marco, 
some of it with ·accompanyir,g illustrations and half of 
it ready for publication, Silliland hopes that this 
will be found i!IM)ngthe papers of Wells M. Sawyer in 
the National Anthropological Archives (Gilliland 
1975:24; cf, Green 1980:32). 

The lack of detailed recording by the expedition 
May also be attributed to the difficult field 
cor,di.tions, The task of digging 'inch by inch and 
foot by foot, horizor,tally through the Muck and rich 
lower strata, standing or crouching while in puddles 
of aud and water" (Gilliland '1975:18§ quoting 
Cushing) must have made adherence to the site's grid 
system difficult. Maintenance of a strict sense of 
stratigraphy was probably iMpossible. However, there 
is evidence that Cushing did use a loose kind of 
stratigraphic description; the location of some 
objects is identified as 'the first relic bearir,g 
stratum' or 'secor,d relic bearing stratum' (Gi II i land 
quoting Cushing 1975:26), It is likely that Cushing 
defined each stratum not by arbitrary ~easurements-
as would •ost early archaeologists--but by visibly 
separate levels. He described the charactersitics of 
several strata to reporters: 

the er,tire tract ... was overgrown with a heavy 
forest of mangroves, and overlaid with a 
unifom covering of black spongy peat some 
two feet in thickness, lfuderneath this in 
turn was a stratum of peaty, foul-smelling 
tremulous, blue-gray marl, OK>re and more 
solid as the depth increased until at about 
five or six feet below the surface in the 
center of the basin, it merged into a compact 
mass of tough blue clay (Cushing 1896 quoted 
in Gilliland 1975:18). 

The most i01portant reason for the expedition's 
lack of systematic description '1ay be attributed to 
the state of the discipline in 1896, Given the late 

nineteer,th century theoretical stance of a urdversal 
culture that moved through progressive stages (Hinsley 
1981 :28-29) 1 it was unr,ecessary to docu11ent and 
analyze details of artifact provenience and 
association. Stratigraphy was largely ignored because 
specific chronologies and small-scale culture change 
were considered unimportant within the larger 
evolutionary scheme, Sites were excavated for the 
collection of artifacts, not for examination of 
context. This emphasis in research remained unchanged 
until Boas demolished the concept of unilineal 
evolution and pointed out the errors of speculative 
historical reconstruction (Stocking 1974:1-20). 

Walter Tailor's Review 

In a paper on Southwestern archaeological history 
and theory, Walter Taylor (1954) does not si•ply focus 
on Cushing' s •ost outlandish errors and greatest 
weaknesses, Taylor's explication is •ore insightful 
than those which si•ply work with Cushing1s data 
because he explains the views of the archaeologist 
within a historical fra•e of referer,ce, However, 
Taylor's final analysis of Cushir,g is somewhat 
liroited; because the scope of this paper lies iri 
Southwestern theory, Taylor relies entirely on the 
Hemenway Expedition for his examples, Nevertheless, 
his account of the theoretical underpinnings of 
archaeology durir,g the period from 1880 to 1910 is 
well worth repeating to better understand Cushir,g's 
adherences to and breaks fro• late nineteenth century 
conceP.ts of culture. 

Taylor (1954:561-575) notes five •ajor 
characteristics that stem fr-011 the belief in unilinear 
evolution: 

1. The objective to connect living Indian peoples 
with their archaeological antecedents. 

2. The failure to recognize the •ultiphyletic 
nature of the archaeological evidence, 
Observed differences were considered of little 
importance or attrib•ited to environ11ental 
factors working upor, a single, unitary culture. 

3. The lack of concern with te11poral distinctions 
and the concept of ti•e in general, 

4. The effort to obtain only spectacular and 
artistic objects for collection. 

5, The lack of fomal, acade•ic, anthropological 
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ir,accurate. Gilliland (1975) has 01ade it clear that 
at least on his expedition to Key Marco Cushing did 
r,ot overlook commonplace artifacts, Gi11i land's 
assess•er,t was based on analysis of the hundreds of 
pounds of floral and fauna! remains, and frag•ents of 
cordage, •'Oodand shell recovered by the Pepper-Hearst 
Expedition. 

~Y§Qingas Scientist: Fieldworker_i!..n!!_elli!%Ql!!J~r 

To be sure, Cushingwasr,ot a model of scientific 
discipline and methodological precision, But even 
Haury had to acknowledge that 'it was Cushing's desire 
to amass a group of artifacts which by careful 
r,ota.tior1s concernir,g_ the_61annerof occurrence1 should 
be capable teaching a 01axi>1UMof number of facts.,,' 
(Haury 1945:3; eruphasis added), Apparently, Cushing 
did not always achieve this goal, but he came to the 
discipline with scientific objectives, As early as 
1876, he complained that "Al1erica has no §£iencg of 
Ethnology or Archaeology, and (I 01ay add) that every 
Boer who has correctly or incorrectly described an 
arrowhead or a simple Mound1 is at once considered ar, 
archaeologist and styles hirnsel f, 1Professor'" (quoted 
in Hinsley 1981:193), 

Despite his uncoopleted work and notoriety, 
Cushing was honored in his lifetime for his 
exceptional blend of intuition, technical ability and 
powers of observation, Cushing did not stop at mere 
observation and simple description, He offered 
detailed ir,terpretatior,s of hu,iar, behavior ar,d 
explanations for social change. These speculations 
n,ay have rested on the unseen--the '0100d of Mind" and 
the "dooinant ldea"--but he atte•pted to test his 
idealist hypotheses through exillllination of the 
material clues and patterns found in archaeological 
remains. 

Cushing wanted to explain the structure and 
develop•ent of particular societies and to discern 
ger,eral laws ar,d principles, 

He was busy, r,ot with externals 11erely, but 
rather, as he has said of his work, 'as to 
how and why they became at all, .. ,of the laws 
and prir,ciples which have governed ••n's 
development under all sorts of circumstances 
and in every age ar,d land' <Fletcher 
1900:370). 

Cushing realized that before he could explain the 
internal and the unseen he had to delve into the real11 

of the Material, He felt that before he could 
coMpreherid the prir1ciples goverr,ir1g society! s 
develop1<ent he had to ur,derstar,d the pri1aitive mind, 
As early as 1879, when Cushing accompanied the first 
collecting expedition for the National MuseuM to Hopi 
and Zuni villages, his assigned role was that of 'a 
special investigator of a single Pueblo." His task 
was to collect not material objects, but data on 1i fe 
in Zuni society (Hinsley 1981:194), Cushing expected 
to be in the field for only three 1aonths (Mark 
1980:98), but after sensing the co1,plexities of Zuni 
life and its sigr,ificance for understar,ding 
archaeological evidence he chose to rel!'lain, 

As gradually their language dawns upon roy 
ir,quirir1gMind not the signi ficar1ce of these 
ceremonials alone but many other dark thir,gs 
are lighted up by its 1oeanir,gs, They are the 
people who built the ruins of Canon Bonito, 
In their language is told the strar,ge history 
of these heretofore 1,ysterious remains each 
one of which has its definite r,ame and 
story, The har,dworks on the rock face ar,d 
the pictograph of a 'Pri•itive Civilization' 
in the light of this language ar,d tradition 
reveal their mysteries at once with their 
proof (February 18791 letter to Baird; quoted 
in Hir,sley 1981:195). 

Clearly Cushing caMe to see these people as much more 
than simple savages, He surrour,dedni pril!litive 
civilization' 11 with quota.ti@ marks and retllarked that 
uperhaps riot a moreconventional peopleL1aybe fourid 
that these Pueblos" (l~!Q,), 

Cushing elaborated on his idea of "convention.' 
He wrote to Baird that all of Zuni culture--its arts, 
industries and ceremonies--is directed by rigid rules 
ar,d patterns. He later developed this realization 
ir,to the He•enway Expedition's working hypothesis. It 
is likely that Cushing wrote this letter with hopes of 
soon being able to describe these· patterns for at 
about this ti>Je Cushing was ir,itiated into the lowest 
rar,k of the Sacred Order of the Priests of the Bow. 
He had successfully completed the trials of siler,ce1 

fasting, ,10tionlessr,ess and dancing to exhaustion to 
gain access tc, the mysteries of Zuni life (Green 
1980:9). However, his initiation did not make the 
Zuni any less "Mysterious;' it simply made obvious how 
n,uch he did not understand (Hinsle)I 1981: 195-196). 

Cushing remained at Zuni for several years. In 
doing so, he broke ground for a new kind of 
investigation--the participatory 11ethod. In his quest 
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Paleolithic objects, He ider,ti fied 'several fine and 
well-worn flir,t-presses, a flaker or two, arid 
reproductions of even one kr,apper of horn" (!!li.!!, ). 

11He claiMed the experier1ce in makirig any one of the1i1 
would have given birth to the wit of making and 
applying a hundred flaking tools' (!!li.!!,). 

In an analogous situation soote fifteen years 
later, Cushing found reason to 'call attention to 
facts ro0t generally knownor believed, and to evidence 
how far the most advanced of our aborigines north of 
Mexico had carried the arts of Metalworking" (Cushing 
1894:97), Ir, this ir.stance, a r,eeting had been called 
at the Anthropological Society in Washington to 
discuss whether the copper objects excavated fro<1 the 
Hopewell Mourods were of European manufacture. Cus~ing 
offered his opinior, tiased on his experience at Zuni 
and his efforts at 'experimental reproduction,' 

Having practically and thoroughly learned the 
art of r,etal working as practiced by the Zuni 
Indiar,s •• , I .joined the discussion, 
representing that ... none of the forMs were 
iotpossible of production by a people actually 
1iei ted to the resources of the stor,eage... 
but it was objected by others that the ,10und 
people could hardly have possessed a 
knowledge of annealing so essential to the 
process of copperbeating, etc. described by 
Me, Thus the question was left indeter,iir,ate 
(Cushing1894: 93-94). 

Cushirig'sR~l~£HQn 

While Cushir,g's belief in the existence of 
advanced civilizations and co,1plex cultures in Native 
Ainerica eventually would be accepted by his 
colleagues, his reliance upon the "manual-roethodo,f 
true divination concerning the lost arts" caused 
concerr, atoong his conte•poraries (Cushing1892:309). 
HoHever, Cushir,g was not insensitive to the 
revolutionary nature of his method ar,d to the 
skepticism it would enger,der. 

He began cautiously--his study was to be 
cor,sidered fro11 "a standpoint of investigation," its 
goal being to contribute 'to the needs of our science" 
ar,d to establish "universally applicable conclusions" 
(Cushing 1895:309) However, he soor, abandoned 
constraint ar,d stated his conviction that "the single 
arts and phases of humanity" should be studied 
"subjectively rather than objectively" !!!li.!!,). He 
continued 

If, moreover, I am at tirnes seeli'lirigly too 
personal ir1 style of statement, let it be 
rerm1bered that well-r,igh all anthropology is 
personal history; that ever, the things of 
past man were personal, like as r1ever they 
are to ourselves roOH, They must, therefore, 
be treated and worked at, not solely 
according to ordir,ary methods of procedure or 
rules of logic, or to any given canons of 
learning, but ir, a profoundly personal 1100d 
and aay (Cushing1895:310). 

In making this stater,1ent1 Cushir,g excluded himself 
froo the rush to 01ake anthropology an exact science 
with an ob.jective o:ethodology; he disqualified himself 
froM remaining withir, its par,theon of intellectual 
leaders. 

Already suspect as a scientist for his faith in 
the intuitive method and his propensity to entwine 
observations with imagination, Cushir,g's reputation 
suffered further wher, he did r,ot fulfill his 
responsibilities ar,d coaplete his reports. Moreover, 
two accusations of falsifying archaeological data put 
his integrity in doubt •. Cushing r,1air,tair,ed al1oost no 
long term professional ties or loyalties. He r,ever 
aligned himself with a single institutior, and he 
tended to embroil himself ir, petty controversy with 
his colleagues. Ir, short, Cushing's ur,professior,al 

1behavior served to alienate him from anthropc,logists
circles. After his death, he aas left behind by the 
professionalizatior, of the discipline. 

Conclusion 

My ob.jective is r,ot to preser,t F.H. Cushing as a 
preeminent archaeologist; rather, it is to consider 
him within the historical context in which he worked. 
Cushir,g can be treated as a trar,sitional figure in 
American archaeology. While his breaks with 
evolutior,ary tradition aay seem negligible when viewed 
in isolation, seen together they constitute 
significant events in late r,ir,eteenth cer,tury theory 
and roethodology. 

Cushir,g's archaeological approach reflects his 
ethnographic experience and his personal philosophy, 
Cushing was one of the first to recognize the 
i11portance of archaeological context. He based 
conclusions on the placement arid association of 
skeletal material and objects, arid attempted to 
construct a loose stratigraphy. Cushing was sensitive 
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is more resistant to the endocrine or nutritional 
de1nands that readily affect laiiellar bone physiology 
(Frost 1972). · 

These special features make woven bone well-suited 
for embryological, fetal and early postnatal skeletal 
developr,ent. The properties of woven bone allow for 
the development of a structure that is resistant to a 
mini .. ! amount of biooechanical forces, but suitable 
for the rapid bone turnover associated with growth and 
rer,odeling !Ogden 1980). The requirements of the 
iw,ature individual at early stages of skeletal 
develop•ent favor rapid growth ability over structural 
strength. However, with increasing age, bio•echanical 
forces increase, and long-term architectural support 
eventually assu,es 110re importance than the ability 
for rapid growth (Hancox 1972), 

The mechanisms that bring about this tranfor01ation 
are unknown, but they appear to be under strong 
genetic control, All woven tissue remodels to 
la1,1ellar bor.e1 regardless of whether formation is the 
result of developmental or abnormal circumstances. 
Even i,.,10bilized bone (due to fracture casts, 
paralysis, etc.) undergoes the conversion, for 
biOb!echanical stresses (or lack thereof) have no 
obstructive affect on the turnover process. Once 
h'OVen bone is replaced by lamellar tissue as part of 
the ontogenet ic process, it wi 11 not ,.,,vert back to 
its woven state, unless called upon by a postnatal 
osteogenic event such as callus formation, 
osteosarc0111asetc. (Hancox 1972). 1 

In sum, woven bone is a provisional tissue whose 
ur,structured orientation is conducive to rapid bone 
turnover >'l!qUired in the developing skeleton. Its 
replacement by lamellar bone probably is controlled by 
a genetic cootponent because environmental regulatory 
factors, such as hor110nes, nutrition or biOlrtechanical 
forces, have little affect on the transfor01ation. 

For the physical anthropologist who is studying 
im»ature human remains, an understanding of woven bone 
tissue is i1aportant to comprehend the bony changes in 
a skeletal speci•en, A high percentage of this tissue 
is nori,al in the very young, although one would expect 
to see the ratio of woven to lamellar bone decrease as 
the individual nears two to three years of age. Woven 
bone tissue will be present after this age, especially 
in the •etaphyseal end of the growth plate, but the 
overall skeletal percentage should decrease. If it 
does not, a skeletal disturbance, such as trau.a or 
infection, maybe stimulating woven bone production in 
excess of normal parameters. 

Thus an awareness of wovenbone's fur,ct ion in an 
or,togenetic context provides the anthropologist with a 
qualitative guideline for assessing r,orual or abnormal 
bony changes in the growing skeleton. By correlating 
the age of the i""ature individual with the 
distribution of woven bone, one can distinguish 
between develop1nental process or a possible disease 
state. Eventually, when the rates and locations of 
the woven-to-lame!lar transforblat ion are docUblented, a 
powerful standard for gauging woven-to-la01ellar ratios 
could be calibrated, allowing anthropologists a 
quantitative roeans to assess this parameter. · 

Growth mechanisMs involved in the development of 
bone as an organ are also iruportant for correct 
interpretation of normal/abnormal distinctions. These 
mechanisms are diverse, and perhaps best understood by 
reviewing growth plate functions and the vascular 
supply of bone. Disruptions in either of these 
systems result in changes that anthropologists 
frequently encounter in their examination of bone 
specimens. 

The growth plate is the structure responsible for 
controlled, rapid, longitudinal growth in the 
skeleton. A cartilaginous disc or sphere, the plate 
serves as a preform for enchondral ossification. 
Disc-shaped plates generally .,.,, found between the 
epiphyses and '1etaphyses of long bones, while the 
spherical form surrour,ds the saal I carpal and tarsal 
bones. Plates are classified further according to the 
biomechanical forces affecting them. Thus "pressure" 
plates are those sub.ject to the CO!,pressive weight and 
muscle forces on long bones, and 'traction• plates are 
found in regions of muscular and liga•entous 
attach1nents (Siffert 1%9), 

Several models have beer, devised to understand the 
processes that occur at the growth plate during 
enchondral ossification. These 110dels provide 
artificial desigr,atior,s for processes that are r,ot 
clearly demarcated, but the model used by Rang (1969) 
does elucidate growth plate char,ges by dividing the 
plate into various functional zones. The first zone, 
called the 'Zor,e of (Cartilage) Growth' is located 
near the epiphyseal end of the growth plate, and 
contains get1,inal chondrocytes which proliferate and 
divide. As the cells increase in number they become 
wedge-shaped and divide tranversely, for,,ing colUblns 
of cells that are called "palisades.' The cells below 
the palisades begin to hypertrophy at the expense of 

• 
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The periosteal vessels forr,1 a cooplex network 
extending the entire length of the bone, They provide 
a rich blood supply for circumferential growth that 
occurs through periosteal apposition. These vessels 
branch into smaller extensions that penetrate the 
outer cortex, bringing blood to the inner third of the 
cortex (Brashear 1983). 

Because the vascular pattern of the immature 
skeleton is organized to route e<tensive blood 
supplies to areas of intensive growth, vascular 
disruptions will visibly alter nor•al bone 
development. Obstructions in the nutrient artery will 
lead to necrosis of the endosteal area, while 
severar,ce of periosteal vessels will affect the outer 
cortex. If metaphyseal vessels and te1~1inal branches 
of the nutrient artery are disrupted, enchondral 
ossification will halt and metaphyseal necrosis may 
ensue. Epiphyseal vessel obstructions will disrupt 
chondrogenesis and cause the growth plate to close 
preNaturely (Brashear 1983). 

SOlile bones have precarious vasculature by virtue 
of their shape and for•. The talus, scaphoid ar,d 
femoral head have large portions of their surfaces 
encapsulated by iropermeable articular cartilage. 
Blood vessels enter these bones through limited-access 
areas that are not covered by this cartilage. If 
these regions are traumatized and their vasulature 
severed, epiphyseal necrosis will ensue <Trueta 1968; 
Brashear I 983). 

Bone vasculature functions as an efficierit 
transport syste• that supplies bor,e cells with 
nourishment needed for growth. However, this same 
system also provides an efficient means for 
transporting infectious processes. Osteomyelitis 
cwmonly develops in this way. Technically, 
osteoroyelitis is an 'ir,fection of bone," but the 
prir,ary etiology is bacterial entry (usually 
staphylococci) into the blood systeM, The extensive 
vascular 'loops' at the metaphyseal end slow blood 
circulation in this region, creating an environment 
receptive to bacterial lodging. Large-aoleculed 
iar,ur,oglobulir,s cannot enter these minute vessels to 
attack the lodged bacteria, which continue to 
proliferate. Eventually the bacteria cause a 
throrobosis in the vessel, and subsequent necrosis of 
the surrounding bone. Exudate secretion may occur ar,d 
exit the bone through 11ultiple foramena or cloacae. 
Often the secretion lifts the periosteum fro• the 
shaft, severing its vasculature and initiating massive 
osteoblastic activity. Wover, bone is deposited, and 
in severe instances, o,ay encase the entire shaft 

(involucr1JJ11). In very your1gindivid1Jals (under one 
year in age), the 'ir,fectior, may spread to the 
epiphysis, resulting in septic arthritis. Th>JSthe 
highly-structured vascular syster, necessary for 
growing bone also can be a potential pathway for 
disturbance (Brashear and Wilson 1983). 

In sum, bone vasculature and growth plate 
development are primary factors in understanding bone 
as a developing organ. Growth plate fur,ction controls 
longitudinal growth, while bone vasculature provides 
the nourishment necessary for continuation of that 
growth. Disruptions i.n growth plate development occur 
within various functional zones and are internal 
(e, g,, congenital, hornonal) or external (e. g, 1 

bio1'echanical, physical traur,a) in r,ature. Often the 
primary disruption is vascular in etiology, !M1iature 
bone has a highly-structured vascular organization 
that provides nutrition to areas of active growth. 
Disruptions in the vascular syste• can destroy 
previously existing bone, and obstruct new bone 
fornation. Moreover, the vascular system provides a 
pathway for transmission of bacterial agents, often 
resulting in grossly-observable bony changes. 

Anthropologists who analyze iW11ature skeletal 
remains can benefit froa understanding these 
co•ponents of bone as a developing organ. Although 
the growth plate usually is r,ot preserved ir, skeletal 
populations, the •etaphysis and epiphysis provide 
hints about its fur,ction, Norroally these articular 
areas have a furroHed1 bevelled appearar,ce 
characteristic of the ur,even bor,e deposit ion that 
initially occurs in er,chor,dral ossification. 
Alterations in this appearance !lay indicate growth 
plate dysfunction. Rickets, for exan,ple, produces 
'cupped' or 'flared' metaphyses (Steinbock 1976:255), 
Solitary lesions on the articular surface 01ay have a 
cystic etiology, whereas ,mltiple lesions may 
represent the early stages of infection (Rang 1969), 
Abnormal growth patterning froa or,e area of the 
skeleton to another aay have a congenital basis (e.g., 
achondroplasia} or 111ay 11sy111patheticbe a 11 response on 
the part of ad.joining bones <Rar,g1969). 

The preser,ce of excess woven bone, or the absence 
of previously-existing areas of bor,e1 may indicate 
vascular interference or insufficiency. While sorue 
metaphyseal woven bone is a normal result of 
enchondral ossification, excessive deposition can 
occur fr01, · vascular disruption (e, g, 1 periosteal 
stripping) or blood-borr,e pathogen (e. g, 1 

osteoroyelitisl. Infectious processes in iar,ature 
hwoan bone would begin in the 11etaphysis and spread 
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in the adult) due to large, abdo01inal viscera 
(especially the liver) that push upwards and s•all 
lungs that do not fill out the cage (Sinclair 
1978:121). The sternal ends of each individual rib 
also appear distorted, with their wide, flared and 
uneven appearance. Despite the general "distorted" 
appearance of the rib cage region, the individual ribs 
are distinctly foroed1 and the characteristic R11 R21 

R101 Rl11 and R12are easily distinguished. 

Another unusual aspect of iOllllature skeletal 
Morphology is apparent in the morphology of the 
newborn skull, Proportionally, the skull constitutes 
one fourth of the infant's total height (versus one 
eighth in the adult) (Sinclair 1978: 122). Growth 
occurs superiorly and laterally at the sutures, 
transforaing a single-layered cranial vault into a 
double-layered diploic form, Dramatic changes occur 
in both skull size and shape during the first th'O 
years in response to the rapid expansion and increase 
in brain size that occurs at this ti~e (Sinclair 
1978:73). 

Skull development also depends on •uscle forces 
that are at work in the region, The newborn does not 
use its cranial musculature extensively until 
approxi01ately three months of age, so pl'OMinent 
1mscular landmarks (such as nuchal and temporal 
crests, external occipital protuberar.ce, and mastoid 
processes) are not present until after this time. As 
groHth proceeds, skull contours are altered. For 
example, bathrocephaly (an occipital bulge near the 
parietal articulation) and parietal bulges are two 
instances that have no adult parallels because these 
features remodel and change Hith cranial expansion 
(Sinclair 1978:72-77;Maroteaux1979), 

The large craniui appears niore disproportionate 
when articulated with the small bones of the newborn 
face. Facial growth depends upon tooth, sinus, and 
masticatory muscle development. In the first year of 
life, the face begins to. 'fill out' with the 
development of the frontal, ethroid ar,d sphenoid 
sinuses. However, onlynormal proportions are a.ssu111ed 
after the maxillary sinus expands following the 
eruption of maxillary dentition. Mandibular growth 
also is affected by tooth eruption, but the 
development of muscles associated with mastication and 
suckling !te,1poral1 masseter1 facial muscles) have a 
greater impact on the size and shape of the body and 
rarii (Frazekas and Kosa1978:170;Sir,ciair 1978:77). 
Both maxillary and mandibular alveolar processes 
reroain irregular well after birth, due to remodeling 
associated with tooth eruption. 

In sum, newborn skeletal ,iorphology varies 
substantially from the adult form. Proportional 
differences are apparer,t throughout--between upper and 
lower limbs, pelvic and shoulder girdles, head and 
body lengths, ar,d cranial and facial size. Other 
differences are due to the im,1ature develop,1ent of 
orgar,s (e. g,, rib cage, craniw,1), or are associated 
with behavioral changes (e,g, 1 vertebral curvatures, 
mandibular growth), 

When examining immature skeletal remains, these 
morphological differences reveal a great deal of 
inforroation. Hints of bioroechanical influences 
associated with behavioral change should beco'1e 
evident at various ages. For example, develop,ient of 
cranial muscle lar,d,1arks and cervical convexity would 
indicate increased neck use associated with lifting of 
the head, The presence of lumbar convexity and iliac 
thickening may indicate a sittir,g posture, while 
sacral concavity, acetabulary depth and femoral shaft 
curvature would suggest bipedalism. 

In addition, the disproportior,s seen in the 
morphology of the newborn skeletor, should diminish 
with age, although the timing for various skeletal 
segments will vary, Facial growth, for exar,pie1 will 
not "catch-up" significantly with cranial size until 
tooth eruption is nearly complete, Similarly, the 
lower liw,ibs say begin 'catching-up" only after the 
infant begins walking, because the constant, 
compressive forces associated with this behavior 
stiraulate increased growth plate activity in the 
region. 

The prer,atal ar,d postnatal periods provide the 
context for viewing genetic and environlllental 
influences that affect noraal bone developroent on a 
variety of organizational levels. Under nor01al 
conditions, the prenatal environment is a stable 
setting for fetal develop01ent, providing nourishment 
arid protection via the placental link. Growth is 
highly dependent on genetic cor,trols. Certain aspects 
of bor,e development, such as tissue differentiation, 
ossification and architecture, have strong genetic 
determinants (Alot.ann 1979). Further evidence of 
genetic control is apparent in fetal skeletal 
morphology: bone forraation occurs in a weightless 
uterine environment, but its development is 
morphologically preadapted to a gravitational setting 
(AI,,truann1979:349). 

https://protuberar.ce
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1976:98-99), [f the entire periosteu• is involved, 
wover, tissue forus and distributes rather evenly 
around the bone, The r,acroscopic result is thickened 
cortices and an overall heavy, thick appearance to the 
bone. 

Morphological changes in the fetal skeletal system 
include a reduction in skeletal size because of the 
condition's affect on enchondral ossification. Long 
bones appear distorted in shape due to irregular. 
metaphyseal flaring that results from incomplete 
osteogenesis at the growth plate. Asy••etry in bone 
developMent-a collttlon sight of "stress" in 
development--also May result. 

Infectious processes that occur in the prenatal 
enviror,•ent elicit greater active bone involvement at 
the tissue, organ and system level than genetic errors 
or anomalies. The latter are characterized MOre by 
gross MOrphological distinctions such as aplasia or 
asyMMetry than by tissue turnover rates, Also, 
infectious disruptions that occur prenatally usually 
are less severe than those that occur postnatally, 
because of the relative protection afforded by 
placental barriers. If evidence of a severe 
ir,fectious process is· present on fetal bone, it 
indicates not only a disturbance to the fetus, but 
also reflects poor maternal health. 

Bone developaent in the postnatal environfllent is 
sub.ject to a wider variety of insults than its 
prenatal predecessor because of increasing synergistic 
interact ions, For example, the association of 
malnutrition with very young infants and children 
(Gordon ~1al. 1967) is complex, for 01alnutrition is a 
syndro,ie of varying nutrient deficiencies complicated 
by acquired infections or illness. To isolate its 
affect on bone is difficult, since physiological 
changes vary with the severity and involvement of the 
malnourished state. 

The body responds to underr,utrition by sacrificing 
the growth process for overall organism integrity, In 
ter•s of bone develop•ent, this sacrifice <ileans a 
slowdown in enchondral ossification because of a 
conco111,ittant slowing in chondrogensis at the growth 
plate. Osteoporosis results because of increased 
rates in bone resorption. If the Malnourished state 
is severe and prolonged, bone loss occurs throughout 
the skeleton, and the appearance of secondary 
ossification centers is delayed (Huss-Ashmore~i 21, 
1982). 

The bone changes that result fro• these processes 

are . variable. Woven bor,e production may be normal, 
but resorption rates rise because of increasing 
osteoclastic activity. Longitudinal growth slows or 
ceases due to interrupted enchondrogenesis and the 
late appearance of secondary ossification centers. 
Cortical thinning results fro,o osteoporosis, making 
the bones lightweight and fragile inappearance. If 
infectious processes are concurrent with a 
01alnourished physiology, these macroscopic bony 
changes may be more obscured by more reactive bone 
activity (i.e., periosteal lesions, osteomyelitis, 
etc.), 

These skeletal markers define the pattern that may 
'logically' ensue in ·a nutritionally-deficient 
individual, HoHever, these 10arkers are too broad to 
use for differential diagnosis without additional 
population and ecological data. Correlations need to 
be drawn between ret!Odeling and growth rates, and 
nutritional availability. The interactior, of 
Malnutrition with disease must be exaMined in 
er,vironmental and social situations, and correlated to 
the period am! locatior, of the skeletal population, 
In sum, rnalnutrition will riot have a "classic 11 

etiology-effect response on bone because it is too 
coaplex a process to isolate. 

Malnutrition is only one of Many disruptions in 
the postnatal period that requires additional 
'non-bone" data to pinpoint its effect on bone. In 
general, disturbar,ces in the postnatal environ10ent 
represent a variety of insults that rarely occur as 
singular er,tities, Therefore, it is hazardous to 
assume tha postnatal bone abnorroalities will have one 
etiology, 

Conclusion 

The anthropological study of hunan skeletal 
re01ains has a long-established history of research 
(Armelagos ~i 21, 1982); thus it is surprisir,g that 
it"1lature skeletal material has received so little 
attention in the anthropological literature. 
Assessments of 11riorroalII bone development and 
'1orphology in particular have been igr,ored, and 
guidelines for analysis have not been established. 
Studies of iMmature skeletal re,iains roust recognize 
that developing bone does not function or respond like 
adult bone. The differences need to be refiroed and 
clarified, so pathological states can be correctly 
inferred, 

To understand the "normal" .anifestations of bor,e 
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